
|-^/^r\0 DERBYSHIRE COALITION
[JUUr OF DISABLED PEOPLE

Dear Colleague*

CONFERENCE AND INAUGURAL MEETING - CRESSY FIELOS* ALFRETON - 1?th DECEHBER. 19B1

You mpy remember that, at the IYDP Conference held at Cres«y Fields in February,
there was a call to set uo a Consumer Coalition based on tue principles of full
participation pnd equality for all disabled people in Darbyshlrfc.

The Steering Committee formed at that Conference has met each month since then
at vanuas in different parts of the County to lay the foundation for such a
Coalition- •Their work has culminated in firm proposals for an organisation which
will give everyone an opportunity to join and suoport disabled people in their
efforts to achieve the IYDP aims of full participation, equality and integration

One of these proposals is the enclosed draft Constitution which tackles the difficult
issues involved in promoting an organisation which gives control to disabled consumprs
and, at the same time, offers a participative role to all our genuine supporters
Further copies of this document - which has received legal scrutiny - are available
on request, as are copies of the Summary version (sample enclosed)*

The proposal is for a democratic, consumer-based Coalition which is representativp
of all Its disabled membership - whether^those members are blind, mobility impaired,
deaf, mentally handicapped or incapacitated-through age. But va saw it as vital that
it should be an organisation for practical action* fate have therefore tried also to j
lay the groundwork for a programme of r :tlvlties which will be of lesting value to |
disabled people and their supporters throughout the County, well into the future- 1

Brief details of these activities ere enclosed, together wiih a copy of the County
Council's STATEMENT OF INTENT, suggested by the Steering Cwomlttr? as being the basis
of the Council's relationship with Derbyshire's disabled oiciren-. Ue ask you,
wherever possible,to discuss the contents of these enclosures as widely ps possible-
Please respood - before the date of the Conference if you can ~ direct to fir Wood,
106 Prince Charles Ave, DERBY, DE3 4FL-

Ue warmly invite you to the Inaugural fleeting and Conference "-GEY0ND THE INTERNATIONAL
YEAR". Ue thought it appropriate to mark the close of- IYDP with the-birth of Britain's
first consumer coalition - proposed as the Derbyshire Coalition of Disabled People- It
is a goal of the IYDP to engage in activities of lesting value to disabled people -
and we are fully confident that our proposals will, with your participation and support,
achieve this goal.

Again* we expect a heavy attendance and request you to limit r«pfM«nt»tti>ii f^. tvty
people per organisation. Also enclosed is a provisional programme end a reply coupon
which should be completed and.returned to Dorothy Hemm es soon as possible. The charge,
of £2 per heed is to cover the cost of the buffet lunch end refreshments - but we may
be able to help with the cost if this charge causes difficulties. Indeed, If you have
any problems at all which might prevent attendance, please ring Dorothy en Ilkeston
321775 or write to 4 Seaford Way, Cotmanhay, ILKESTON.
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We look forward to heering from you end seeing you

Yours sincerely,

Ken Davis
(Chairman)
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